E&H Netters Lose to Tech

BLACKSBURG — The Virginia Tech tennis team lost just one singles and one doubles match Tuesday as it beat Emory and Henry, 7-2.

Tech 7, Emory and Henry 2
Dewitt Boyd (Tech) def. Scott Schaeffer, 6-7, 7-6, 6-4; Rick Rhudy (E&H) def. Billy Webb, 7-6, 6-4; Brian Clark (Tech) def. Bob MacDuff, 6-2, 6-0; Tom Vaughan (Tech) def. Patrick Dupress, 6-4, 7-6; Eugene Joseph (Tech) def. Keith Brown, 6-2, 6-0; Jim Graham (Tech) def. Rick Stevens, 6-2, 6-3.
Schaeffer-Rhudy (E&H) def. Boyd-Vaughan, 6-4, 6-4; Webb-Graham (Tech) def. MacDuff-Dupress, 6-2, 6-1; Clark-Joseph (Tech) def. Brown-Stevens, 6-4, 6-2.